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Outreach Committee 

Big Sky Headwaters Alliance 

Notes 
March 6, 2019 

10-11am 

Big Sky Chapel 

510 Little Coyote Rd 

 

Attending: Amy San Nicolas, BSOA; Emilie McGee, Visit Big Sky; JeNelle Johnson, GRTF; Cathy Drook, 

resident; Shannon Sears, MTE; Ennion Williams, VBS/GRTF; Stephanie Lynn, GRTF, Brandy Straub, GRTF 

 

Notes: Karen Filipovich 

 

Updates and Ideas 

Participants provided updates on upcoming activities. 

BSOA will update projects design regulations to be sustainable on design standards. More outreach and 

opportunities are of interest. 

Big Sky Chamber of Commerce: Interested in initiatives on sustainable resources for landscaping and can 

help spread the word. 

Visit Big Sky:  On May 9, there is an annual marketing outlook luncheon and tickets are available. There 

will be representatives from Office of Tourism, Yellowstone tourism, local tourism.  

Habitat for Humanity project at school wants to involved for xeriscaping for houses. This could be a 

great opportunity to incorporate Trout Friendly Landscaping. 

Gallatin River Task Force published a new landscaping guide. Resource Media has completed their work 

on communications strategy for water conservation and quality, aimed at residents. The Task Force has 

applied for two grants since last meeting on activities the outreach committee identified as priorities. 

One was denied and the other is pending. 

An idea was presented of talking to Kevin Barton at Ace hardwater store for Trout Friendly products 

display. Elevation Landscaping and others could also get on board, especially since many already have an 

interest in ecologically friendly landscaping. 

New West is hosting a sustainability conference on June 5 at the Emerson Cultural Center in Bozeman. 

Trout Friendly Landscaping 

Brandy Straub, Gallatin River Task Force, took the ideas from the last meeting and information from 

other programs to draft ideas for further feedback. 

 

She saw two potential approaches for a certification program.  
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Option 1: Fairly detailed approach with two stages of certification. A “Basic” level and then a step up to 

the “gold standard.” 

It also appears important to tie it back to the rebate program and the landscape guide. 

It is easy to talk about trout friendly and matches existing priorities. 

• Water conservation 

• Reduce chemical inputs (fertilizer, herbicides and pesticides) 

• Drought tolerant/native/stream buffer plants 

 In 2014 a brochure on trout friendly guidelines was developed in Big Sky:  

• Want to simplify the language and approach from that first effort 

• Tie into rebates and landscape guide 

• Tie to priorities discussed in March at outreach so messaging is consistent 

 

Option 1: Take the pledge – on your honor, but no follow-up. This is more similar to the program in 

Jackson Hole but even simpler. 

This approach does not take as much staff time, but also does not have as clear a tie to benefits. It 

would be strictly an education effort without any targets for water conservation or chemical input 

reduction. It could possibly be used as a first step. 

Brandy recommended option one because it offers more ability to impact landscaping water and more 

clearly ties to community priorities for water. 

She asked the committee which of the two options they preferred. Participants agreed option one was 

the preferred option. Several ideas and observations to help firm up this option were discussed. 

Form and Pamphlets: 

• Lay out the program forms and information like a sponsorship packet 

• Compare the two options – see the levels so a participant can assess progress 

• Stepping stone approach so people can see how they can easily progress 

• Pamphlet should be updated to support this approach. Organize around what we want to 

highlight. 

• Use pamphlet is used to help people move toward the program 

• Want it to fall in line with trout friendly for gold standard with pamphlet and outreach efforts. 

How do you feel about basic and gold levels?  

• Don’t need more than two levels 

• Checkable items – visually see what goes up 

• Items are small and achievable – can complete in a week or six months. 

• Online and paper is helpful. Do not want an account unless it sets up an existing account.    

• Some people will want to continue to progress. A PDF could work or maybe a google drive form.  

• Making approval easy is important. 
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Who manages this program? 

• Envisions the Gallatin River Task Force as the lead 

• Envision oversight as a handshake for the basic and for gold it is an audit – this is where staff can 

help set sprinklers and look at what else might be helpful.  Staff time to conduct these audits is 

going to be a limiting factor.  

• Do currently have rebates for water audits?  Hope in initial phase the landscaping audit program 

can be used as an entrance into the program – can use approved contractors. 

• Irrigation companies are on board on rebate. Landscapers did work o lot on the guide, so this is a 

useful connection with skilled contractors. 

• Task Force is going to getting certification to do these audits as well. 

 

Other certification considerations: 

• Do we want to renew or is it a single certification? Feel it is something that people will do once. 

Perhaps a renewal in 3-5 years would be appropriate, but that is something that needs to be 

worked out 

• What about having landscaping techniques run with real estate sales? Does it run with the title? 

Certificates need to be under a name, since there is no guarantee that a new owner will 

continue the landscaping techniques 

• However, there may some ways to encourage transfers and to maintain landscaping standards. 

Ideas included giving folks a laminated one sheet that stays in the drawer; working with HOAs to 

make (or add to) binders that stay with the home – emergency numbers, board members and 

information about Trout Friendly Landscaping – goes with the home for each property 

• Landscaping features and monetary savings from landscaping practices can be part of a real 

estate pitch 

• Title company could have these available at office – have pamphlets on Trout Friendly 

Landscaping on this point 

• Real estate training course already in place and information about this program could be added 

 

Getting the word out: 

Engagement: 

• Cool factor – need to make it fun 

• Decals, showing this, bills are lower – shake hands, show this 

• Make it quantifiable – how much water we can save 

• Testimonial of saving money; harder to quantify outdoor saving; sprinklers are easier; 

certification is harder.  

• Get “bigwigs” involved: For example, the pink wigs for Komen for campaign – brought attention 

by using leaders – big companies lined up to get the pictures being taken. Leveraging prominent 

community members to share the message. 
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• Tucson – used to be grass, but not now. Peer pressure seems to have worked. AZ didn’t have a 

choice either, but the change is striking. 

• Drought is frequent – hasn’t been for a while, hard to see when we aren’t in it – stories of not 

enough water on sprinkling/landscape and water scarcity can help keep drought preparedness 

in mind. 

• Can we build competition between smaller neighborhoods – first to get to trout friendly? 

• Some community members can qualify for gold already and need to get it prominent. Pictures of 

this linked to certification could help jump start participation and knowledge. “It’s not that hard” 

is the message. 

• Need to show connection to beautiful landscapes to counter the perception that is just a bunch 

of rocks. 

• Connect to weeds and fire planning when possible.  

Next steps 

• Finish certification form and materials for option one. Get feedback from committee. 

• Work on getting early adopters involved. 

• Certify some folks right away who are already doing landscaping in a Trout Friendly way. 

• Think about a landscape tour to showcase water wise landscapes 

• Think about activities to highlight Trout Friendly landscapes. For example, “flamingo” a yard (do 

the trout equivalent) and get pictures on social media and in public. 

• Links to rebate program 

 

Resource Media – Communications Messaging Work  

Resource Media has completed research and a report on what audience, challenges and messages for 

baseline community education. The report will be sent to all outreach committee members. It is very 

helpful for Stephanie Lynn as a part-time communications person, but hopefully will be of use to all 

conducting outreach.  

Big Themes: 

• Big Sky is a community of transplants who love and are part of community; love it because it is 

pristine, but there is gap in understanding the threats to water. 

• Bridge the gap with baseline education 

• First recommended focus is on year-round residents; most likely to be invested in community 

and also set norms 

• Need to educate people on the basics. Big Sky residents get their information from: 

o In-person meetings 

o Local papers 

o Social media is not as used outside of work 

• Big Sky is different than many communities in how it gets information 

• Tie it back to what people value – just convince them of the need 

• Recommendations: Spokespeople to get the word out. Willing community member will get the 

message from multiple sources. 
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• Recommendations for materials ready for when there is a crisis: 

o Algae 

o Drought 

o Fire 

• Summer is when most of the crises comes along, so planning in advance is important 

• Opportunity for Big Sky Resort – in line with sustainability practices 

Opportunities for engagement: 

• BSOA annual meeting August 30 meeting; keynote speakers there 

• Farmer’s Market is effective 

• Marketing standpoint – flamingos – flock the neighbor – instead to “yard of the month” with 

pictures, something eye catching and plant you can use and Facebook – picture in yard of the 

month – signs get removed.  

• Google doc for events 

 

Actions 

• Trout Friendly landscape certification and pamphlet update. Outreach committee will be asked 

for feedback in about a month, but all thought this could be accomplished without another 

meeting. 

• Send Karen information on upcoming events or requests for help with messages and she’ll get 

information out to folks 

• Meeting in the fall to be scheduled late in summer. 

 

 


